
Simple Cleaning. Simpler Emptyi
ng.

Q7 
Max+



Serious Suction 
Power
Drag away dirt hiding in your carpets and 
lift off debris hiding in floorboard cracks 
with a maximum suction power of 42001

Pa. 

1. Based on internal testing carried out by the manufacturer  according to IEC 62885-2:2016 / 5.8 standards, 
using Max+ mode with a full battery. Actual results may vary according to the home environment.



Durable Grime 
Removal
A long-lasting all-rubber brush powerfully 
agitates carpets to release more dirt, flicks dust 
into the vacuum stream, and strongly resists hair 
tangles. Able to move across multiple panes, it 
keeps close to the ground for more effective 
cleaning.



Twin Cleaning 
Power
Vacuum and mop simultaneously to capture fine dirt 
that vacuuming alone might miss. Equipped with an 
electronic pump, the Q7 Max+ offers 30 water flow 
levels so you can fine-tune cleaning to match your 
floor types and preferences.

2. Based on internal testing carried out on hard floors with a full water tank, full battery, and low water flow. Actual results may vary, depending on the room 
characteristics. Range is an estimate based on the assumption that 20% of the area is covered by furniture and will not need to be mopped.

240 sqm
Maximum Mopping Range2

300 g
Consistent Mop Pressure

Electronic Mopping
30 Water Flow Levels



Combined 
Dustbin & Water 
Tank
Combining the dustbin and the 
water tank into one unit 
increases the capacity of both. It 
also makes it easier to empty the 
bin and refill the tank in one trip. 

470 ml
Dustbin Capacity

350 ml
Water tank Capacity



Clean On and 
On

Driven by a large 5200 mAh Li-ion powerhouse, Q7 Max+ 
can clean non-stop for up to 3 hours3 on a single charge. 
Easily enough range to tackle most homes.

3. Based on internal testing carried out by the manufacturer in Quiet mode on hard floor with a full battery.



Precision PreciSense
LiDAR
Roborock's PreciSense LiDAR system is the 
brains behind your robot's extraordinary ability 
to find the most efficient way to clean 
throughout your home. The maps it creates 
power a suite of features controlled in the 
Roborock app. 



3D 
Mapping
Take a new look at your home and get a 
clearer understanding of your layout with 
3D Mapping. You can even add furniture 
and floor materials to create a more 
accurate representation of your home.



Routine
sDo you cook a lot? Find yourself always 
turning up the suction and sending the 
robot to the kitchen? Set a routine for that 
and do it with one tap instead of several. 
You can also add schedules to any routine 
you set.



No-Go Zones and Invisible 
Walls
No-Go Zones define an area that the robot cannot go, while Invisible Walls draw a line and are 
good for sealing off rooms and corners. Every level in your home can have No-Go Zones and 
Invisible Walls. All are placed automatically after the level has been recognized.



Keep Kids 
& Pets Safe
Curious kids and clumsy pets 
might accidentally start a 
clean with the push of a 
button. Stop that from 
happening with the Child Lock. 



Seven Weeks 
Without Emptying
Clean often, empty rarely with the Auto-Empty 
Dock Pure. It empties your robot automatically 
into its 2.5 L dustbag, every clean, for up to 7 
weeks4. When the bag is full, it can be swapped 
out in seconds.

4. Actual emptying interval will depend on use habits and environmental factors.
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